Frederick Law Olmsted: Essential Texts
An anthology of the key writings of the best-known and arguably most prolific landscape architect in U.S. history. Often called the father of landscape architecture, Frederick Law Olmsted was responsible for the design of Central Park and Prospect Park in New York City; Mount Royal Park in Montreal; the Belle Isle Park in Detroit; the Grand Necklace of Parks in Milwaukee; the Cherokee Park and entire parks system in Louisville, KY; and the Biltmore Estate in Asheville, North Carolina, to name a few of his most famous projects. His landscape works are enjoyed in 25 states and 3 Canadian provinces. Most of these parks were created during and immediately after the Civil War. This title presents the opportunity to witness the evolution of Olmsted’s design and social philosophies during a time of upheaval in American history. Sixteen selections, dating from the 1850s to the 1890s, reveal Frederick Law Olmsted’s youthful interests as well as his mature thinking on cities, small residential sites, the history and theory of urban parks, and landscape architecture in general. His writings directly addressed important issues of his day, but they remain as cogent as ever in today’s environmental crisis. 25 black-and-white Illustrations
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Customer Reviews

An indispensable guide to the writings of Frederick Law Olmsted from his early thoughts on landscaping a residence to his perspective on his contribution to the design of the Chicago’s World Fair. The volume clearly elucidates Olmsted’s clear prose that first brought him to the attention of literary and intellectual NY before he designed Central Park with Calvert Vaux. It is not until the last third of the book that we are presented with Olmsted’s reflections on larger scale parks and their
place in society. While I think it is an excellent volume, Olmsted does not reach the heights of observation and insight that illuminate a "Journey Through Texas" But for landscape architects, it is an excellent introduction to the writings of one of the greats.

Interesting history of city design. Required reading for urban planning class. Give a good account of park design and cities.

FLO is my new hero. A thorough look at a one of the men who made America. I can hardly wait to see Biltmore and Prospect Park again.
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